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Abstract
The "el merc ado" situation, a narrative framework based on students' own buy/sell
transactions, was used as an on-going strand of the mathematics curriculum in a first- and a
second-grade Latino inner-city c lassroom. El mercado became a shared on-going story created
by eac h class as a social group. Teacher and students turned to el mercado to provide
meaningful contexts for a range of mathematic ally problematic situations involving single-digit
and multidigit addition, subtrac tion, and multiplic ation inc luding word problems. Students
enac ted via role-playing in pairs a variety of buy/sell situations. The use of money and the
buy/sell transac tions were very positively c harged for the students and c reated sustained
involvement. However, c hildren's mathematic al knowledge obtained by real world prac tic es
was quite limited, and activities to support children's construction of such knowledge needed to
be designed for the c lassroom. We identified c onflic ts in goals between learning through
c ultural prac tic es and learning in sc hools, and discussed differences in the consequent
scaffolding of performanc e. We proposed and disc ussed a third kind of concepts and learning
to mediate Vygotsky's (1934/86) spontaneous and formal (sc ientific ) concepts and learning:
"referenc ed concepts" and "learning referentially."
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El Mercado in Latino Primary Classrooms: A Fruitful Narrative Theme ·
for the Development of Children's Conceptual Mathematics
The past two decades have brought an explosion of research in two overlapping areas that
can support the current national and international efforts toward reform of school mathematics
teaching (see National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 198 9, 1991, and Wirszup & Streit,
198 7, i 990, 1992, for reports of these efforts). These two areas are research on
ethnomathematics and research on children's methods of solving mathematics problems. The
literature on ethnomathematics has contributed greatly to our understanding of how children's
and adults' understanding of mathematical topics is supported by and arises within cultural
practices (e.g., see D'Ambrosia, 1992, for an overview; Nunes, 1992, for a recent review; and
Lave, 198 8 ; Mukhopadhyay, 198 7; Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993; and Saxe, 1991,
for detailed studies). This literature has reported large gaps between the skills and
understandings built outside of school by participation in mathematical cultural practices and
the skills and understandings built by participation in mathematics classrooms in schools. The
research on children's methods of solving mathematics problems has documented many
methods that differ from those taught in classrooms (see Grouws, 1992, for reviews of the
literature in many areas of mathematics). The literature on addition and subtraction word
problems and on singledigit and multidigit addition and subtraction methods has been especially
large and detailed and has described developmental progressions in such methods that usually
occur independently of, and sometimes in spite of, school classroom activities (see Fuson,
1992b, 1992c, for reviews of this literature). This literature has also indentified various kinds
of errors that arise in children's attempts to use school-taught written algorithms.
These literatures identify tensions and differences between street (out-of-school)
mathematics and school mathematics and between informal mathematics (child invented, often
in school) and formal mathematics (school taught written symbolic algorithms) (Ginsburg,
1977). These contrasts might be phrased in terms of Vygotsky's (1934/198 6) terms
"spontaneous concepts" and "scientific concepts" or "learning spontaneously" and "learning
scientifically." Spontaneous concepts are those learned implicitly through ordinary life in
contextualized activities. Scientific concepts (not to be confused with concepts of or about the
sciences} are hierarchical, learned intentionally and explicitly in school, and learned by
relatively more mediated experience (e.g., verbal discourse, written and/or oral) rather than
direct experience, and have comparatively more cultural-historic contribution to the concept.
In mathematics, this cultural-historic contribution includes the written symbol systems for
writing mathematical concepts and operations. These frequently are difficult for young children
because they are so unrelated to their referents and may even be misleading rather than merely
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opaque (e.g., Fuson, 1992a; Fuson & Kwon, 1991, 1992/91). Vygotsky postulated that there
is an interaction between spontaneous concepts and scientific concepts such that the specific real
world attributes of spontaneous concepts become attached to the related scientific concepts,
enriching them, and the scientific concepts bring order to the organization of spontaneous
concepts. The scientific concepts can become symbolic tools for thought. However, how these
effects occur or what facilitates them was not clear from his writings.
T he ethnomathematics literature raises the obvious possibility that basing school
mathematics classroom experiences on children's mathematical experiences outside of school
might bridge the gap ordinarily existing between these two kinds of experiences and might help
make school mathematics learning more meaningful. T he literature on children's methods of
solving problems suggests that school mathematics classroom experiences be based on children's
methods of solving problems and provide opportunities for children to move through the
developmental progressions of such methods.
However, ethnomathematical contexts are limited as classroom contexts for learning
because most real world mathematical contexts have limited context-dependent solutions that
are not necessarily readily generalizable. For example, some of the engineers interviewed by
Nunes (1992) could not deal with any blueprint ratios other than the three simple ratios they
knew and used in their work. For the child candy sellers discussed in Saxe (1991), only
particular ratios could be used to fill a box of candy, so the sizes of boxes constrain the ratios
these children consider. Furthermore, in many of the contexts studied, social supports are
available for missing solution steps so that there may be an extended period of functioning
(years as an apprentice or as a candy seller) during which mathematical learning is quite
limited. T his combination of contextual constraints and the availability of social supports for
missing solution steps can severely limit the mathematics that is learned. For example, only
60% of the sellers aged 6 to 15 could accurately give change from Cr$5000 for a purchase of
Cr$3800 (Saxe, 1991). T hey were much better than were nonsellers of similar ages, but this
still seems quite low for a task that would at first glance seem to be well within their
experience. However, the uneven number Cr$3800 is not likely to be experienced by the
sellers very often. T o simplify the purchasing, they intentionally price goods with simple round
prices using multiples (i.e., selling multiple amounts of candy for a given round amount of
money). This limits what they need to know and speeds up each buying/selling interchange
(consistent with their economic goals), but it also limits the mathematical tasks they consider.
In contrast, the goals of the mathematics classroom in modern first-world countries are to
help children construct generalizable knowledge and solution methods that will work for a wide
range of situations. In the past this goal has ordinarily been met by teaching mathematics in a
decontextualized manner so that it will be maximally generalizable. T he difficulty with this
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range of addition and subtraction word problems, unlike children in the S oviet Union, who do
solve this whole range, S tigler, Fuson, Ham, & Kim, 1986. We sought to accomplish both of
these goals. Construction of adequate conceptions of multidigit numbers requires that children
experience quantities that are grouped into tens and the remaining loose ones (and, later,
grouped into hundreds and thousands as well as tens and ones). Children in the United States
have relatively few such experiences in their real lives. We do not have the metric system in
which units are ten-structured, few objects are packaged and sold in tens, and irregularities in
the number words for 2-digit numbers obfuscate the groups of ten (for details see Fuson,
1990, and Fuson & Kwon, 1992/91), unlike number words based on Chinese in which the tens
are explicitly described (52 is said "five ten two" and 12 is "ten two").
We began by attempting to identify potential activity domains in children's everyday lives
that could support a sufficiently broad range of mathematical topics to warrant extensive
curricular building in that area. We felt that such a coherent approach would support
children's learning efforts better than a scattered introduction of "culturally related topics" and
would also be more consistent with the strong narrative aspect of some Latino cultures
(Benjamin, 1993; Escamilla, 1993; Vasquez, 1992). Consistently following one major theme
for a major time period also seemed important in inner-city schools, where bureaucratic
school systems and constant pressures from a scarcity of resources create many crises,
changes, and discontinuities in teacher's and children's lives. We hypothesized that such a
theme could provide a familiar and coherent grounding for mathematical thinking. Our goal was
to develop mathematical learning activities in the classroom that would be culturally affirming
rather than discrepant for a range of S panish-speaking children while also comfortable for the
children not from S panish-speaking backgrounds. This identification process of topic areas co
occurred with the pedagogical work.
Money is one area in which children can experience groups of ten, if quarters (25¢ coin)
and $20 bills are ignored. Money is a real-world object that can be used to carry out addition
and subtraction in ten-structured ways (e.g., adding dimes to dimes and pennies to pennies for
2-digit addition). Buying and selling situations also cover a wide range of addition and
subtraction word problem situations and can therefore potentially be used to help these be
meaningful to children. During the 1992-93 school year, we used buying and selling
experiences acted out in the front of the first-grade classes as contexts for children's learning
about story problems. These involved food preparation needs in the home linked to needed
purchases in the store. These activities seemed to be helpful and enjoyable for the children,
who began to participate in the acting out of the stories. We also used buying and selling
situations involving packaging in tens (e.g., boxes of ten donuts and loose donuts) for adding and
subtracting multidigit numbers (see Fuson, S mith, & Lo Cicero, 1997, for a report).
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pennies for a dime or ten $1 bills for one $10 bill. Subtrac ting with borrowing requires one to
"go to the bank" or to a friend to get ten pennies for a dime or ten $1 bills for one $10 bill.
Multidigit numbers c an arise in buying and selling c ontexts either as multidigit c osts for a
single objec t (thus using money) or as a large quantity of purc hased objec ts. In the latter case,
ten-struc tured concepts can be supported by pac kaging suc h objec ts in groups of tens and then
hundreds and thousands. Pedagogical objects that can be repeatedly packaged and unpackaged for
multidigit addition and subtrac tion would be helpful for this aspec t of buying and selling. We
tried various suc h objec ts, but did not solve this prac tic al issue satisfac torily in this year. We
did find some produc ts that were packaged in tens (pens, markers, ball gum, Kit-Kat candy
bars, c ookies). These were used in class to develop packaging language, especially for addition
and subtrac tion, and to prac tic e c ounting by ten. In the first-grade c lass buying and selling
milk for the family was a major foc us. We used milk c artons from the sc hool lunchroom
(rinsed and c losed) for many early enac tments. Somewhat later in the year milk cartons
fastened by velc ro in pac kages of ten were used to provide ten-structured packaging language.
These worked well for whole c lass demonstrations, but were too large and too time-consuming to
make for eac h c hild to have his/her own 2-digit quantities.
What the c hildren primarily used instead as their own pac kagable materials was a drawn
quantity system the sec ond graders had learned in first grade (Fuson, Smith, and Lo Cicero,
1997) and the first graders learned again during this year. Children drew 2-digit quantities as
c olumns of ten dots (or c irc les) and extra dots horizontally to the right. These c olumns were
eventually c onnec ted by a vertic al stic k drawn through them, and finally only the ten-sticks
were drawn. Thus, 52 was made with 5 ten sticks and 2 dots. Children added with these ten
sticks and dots by making another ten when possible (by c irc ling ten of the dots), and they
subtracted by opening (unpackaging) a stick to make ten dots when necessary to subtract ones
(see examples in Figure 1). These sticks and dots could represent packages of various goods
bought and sold. Pac kaging language was used frequently in buying/selling situations in the
classroom when ten-sticks and dots were used for solutions and at other times. Children became
quite good at and used to describing opening a package of ten and making a new package of ten and
used this language adaptively in new situations.
Many of our ac tivitie.s were based on c hildren's stories about their own buying/selling
ac tivities. Early in the year the second-grade c hildren began desc ribing their own experiences
selling with family members in Mexic o. Over half of the children had had suc h experiences.
Examples are as follows:
1) "My mother and I used to go to the bakery and the baker gave us bread that we sold
around our neighborhood. We had to get up very early to get the bread."
2) "My mother used to make tamales, and we sold them at 1,000 pesos in the streets."
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Finally, we briefly ackno wledged that building a classro o m in which children learn
referentially is difficult and co mplex especially if o ne takes serio usly the differences in the
meanings children construct and the rates at which they do so . Because the costs of developing
any real-wo rld frame are co nsiderable, it seems preferable fo r any such frame develo ped by
one person or group to be one that is experienced widely and able to be adapted readily to local
variatio ns. This is the case with buying/selling experiences.
Overcoming the lack of knowledge of many children of the value of coins led to the
invention and use of penny/dime strips that had ten pennies vertically on one side with a break
between the top and bottom five pennies so that the ten could be seen at a glance. These
pictures of pennies were the size of real pennies. On the back centered was a picture of a dime
that was the actual size of a dime. Children used these strips with the penny sides showing to
count by tens and to solve addition and subtraction problems using real pennies as the loose
ones that did not make a ten. Later children used the dime sides with loose pennies. We also
used penny/nickel strips with five pennies on one side and one nickel (actual size) on the other
side. Two nickel strips matched visually one dime strip. These strips were very powerful for
helping children build concepts of tens and fives and ones (e.g., see Fuson, Grandau, &
Sugiyama, 2001; Fuson, Lo Cicero, Hudson, & Smith, 1997). But we also wanted a way for
children to record their thinking with visual tens and ones as well as with place-value notation as
they added and subtracted. So we then moved to having children draw through the ten pennies
(and just a column of ten dots) to make one ten-stick. Children then used such drawings (e.g., 42
was 4 ten-sticks and 2 circles to show the ones) to make 2-digit numbers and add and subtract
them (see Fuson, Smith, & Lo Cicero, 1997, 2002).
For more details about the penny/dime and penny/nickel strips in K, G1, G2 and the
drawings of tens and ones (later extended to hundreds, and thousands), see:
Fuson, K. C., Lo Cicero, A., Hudson, K., & Smith, S. T. (1997). Snapshots across two years
in the life of an urban Latino classroom. In Hiebert, J., Carpenter, T., Fennema, E., Fuson, K. C.,
Wearne, D., Murray, H., Olivier, A., Human, P., Making sense: Teaching and learning
mathematics with understanding (pp. 129-159). Portsmouth, NH: Hienemann.
Fuson, K. C., Grandau, L., & Sugiyama, P. (2001). Achievable numerical understandings
for all young children. Teaching Children Mathematics, 7(9), 522-526.
Fuson, K. C., Smith, S. T., & Lo Cicero, A. (1997). Supporting Latino first graders’ tenstructured thinking in urban classrooms. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 28,
738-766.
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from Research (pp. 155-162). Reston, VA: NCTM.
Also in this website menu click on Teaching Progressions and choose NBT1 and NBT2 to
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Table 1
Mathematical Concepts Set Within Discussion and Enactments of Buying/Selling Situations
Word problems (about buying/selling situations) [see Table 2]
Money (buying /selling)
names of coinsa , values of coins, values of bills,
coin equivalencies, bill and coin equivalencies
Making quantities (buying with exact amount)
counting by 1's to make amounts
numbers 6, 7, 8, 9 as 5+1, 5+2, 5+3, 5+4 (nickel + pennies)
counting by 1's, 1O's, and 5's to make 2-digit numbers (coins or bills)
Single-digit addition (buying 2 or more entities)
adding 2 numbers using pennies (or $1 bills) as counters
ten-structured addition for 2 numbers ;?: 5 made with nickels (2 nickels = 1O)
adding 3 or more numbers using pennies or nickels and pennies
Single-digit subtraction (finding out how much money/how many goods you have left)
numbers between 10 and 20 as one ten (dime) and some ones (pennies)
subtracting using coins
Multidigit addition (buying 2 or more entities at multidigit prices or buying 2 or more lots of large quantities of
packaged items)
adding 2 2-digit numbers using coins or bills (1, 5, 10)
adding 3 or more 2-digit numbers using coins or bills (1, 5, 1O)
adding 2 3-digit numbers using $1 and $5 bills and coins (1, 5, 10)
Multidigit subtraction (finding out how much money/how many goods you have left)
subtracting 2 2-digit numbers using coins or bills (1, 5, 10)
subtracting 2 3-digit numbers using $1 and $5 bills and coins (1, 5, 10)
Unknown addend problems (making change, how much more money do I need?)
single-digit numbers with sums to 10, with sums to 18
2-digit
3-digit
Multiplication (buying 2 or more of the same item: total cost or total quantity)
1-digit X 1-digit
1-digit X 2-digitb
Inverse relationship between amount of money and quantity of goods (complementary interdependent buy/sell
roles)
Commercial terms (used in some or all buy/sell activities)
change,

balance

sheet, check, bank, buyer, seller, gain, loss

Measurement (constructing tiendita in classroom)
metric measures
acoin names for pennies, nickles, and dimes are not usually used by Spanish-speakers in our Chicago locale.
The value is used as the name, e.g., un cinco (one five).
bThe second graders also posed for themselves the problem 32x32.

